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 wilson hit and run down of a young woman in 2001.Q: postMessage() doesn't work properly If I run the following code in
firefox with two windows of same domain opened, it displays correctly. However, if I open a third window of same domain, it
doesn't print anything in the console. However, if I open a third window of same domain in a different browser (chrome, on a
mac) it does display correctly. Am I missing something? Why is this code working in firefox but not in chrome? My chrome

version: Version 47.0.2526.80 (64-bit) I've done a bit of research but all I've seen is that chrome has been updated recently (in
March) but I'm running the same version as before. A: I think that's because of the way Chrome sends messages using the

"packets". A similar thread exists on stackoverflow: Chrome sends message with a html form with a javascript query string in it
Here is the relevant quote: Chrome uses the "postMessage()" API to send messages. So instead of just sending a regular http

request, Chrome will send it over a web page. A normal webpage wouldn't be able to do this, but I'm not sure why. It may have
something to do with the ability to modify the page's "Content-Type" response header. That means that in your case, the type of
the request is not a regular GET request. It's a POST request with a query string that contains the content you are trying to send.
So, as an answer to your question, you need to replace the data parameter with a query string. var data = { msg: "hello there" };
window.postMessage(data, "*"); And in the parent window: window.addEventListener('message', function(e) { if (e.data.msg
=== 'hello there') { console.log('msg from child was received'); } }); You can find a working example here. Q: How to make

Oracle to create an index when inserting into table from another table with different structures In my Oracle 9i database, I have
two tables where each is 82157476af
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